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Water based, non toxic smoke

Highly Persistent Smoke

Compact & Robust

Off Power Capability
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The Fire Professional's choice 

KFT-C4 TURBO
Portable Smoke system



USA KFT Fire Trainer, LLC, 17 Philips Parkway, Montvale, NJ, 07645, USA
         +1.201.300.8100

Germany KFT Fire Trainer GmbH, Sonnenweg 13, 52070 Aachen, Germany
+49.241.180.580

UK KFT Fire Trainer GmbH, Unit 1a Midland Place, Barlborough S43 4FR, UK
+44.1246.819.755 kft.firetrainer.com

Features
! World Wide recognition 

! Compact and Robust 

! Off Power Capability 

! Water based, non toxic smoke 

! NATO codified 

! Highly Persistent Smoke for smoke logging large volumes 

! Controllable smoke, from a small wisp to a large plume 

! Class-leading particle size 0.2 micron mass median diameter 

The KFT-C4 is used to simulate the effects of a real fire but in a completely safe 

environment . This smoke generator provides extreme realism to fire training 

exercises, it quite literally gives staff the training and experience that saves 

lives. 

In its Basic format, the KFT-C4 has the ability to produce a considerable 

amount of safe, extremely persistent water based smoke "off power" using 

the retained energy within the high mass heat exchanger block. This allows an 

operator to carry the generator with ease from one room to another, making 

smoke as required, without a trailing electrical cord. 

The volume of smoke is adjustable across the entire range, so whether you 

are wanting a relatively thin smoke to simply add a degree of realism to an 

evacuation exercise, or very dense smoke with very low visibility for SCBA 

training, the KFT-C4 range provides an effective solution. 

Easy to use, compact and portable, the KFT Colt 4 is in service worldwide by 

fire professionals, training centres, armed forces, and shipping lines for 

adding realism to fire, SCBA and evacuation exercises. 

General Specifications (approx.)
! Size (inches):     14.5" x 6" x 8"

! Weight (lbs):    15.5

! Heat Exchanger (w):   1600W

! Power Supply:    110vAC, 50-450Hz*

! Optional:     230vAC, 50-450Hz*

! Warm up time from cold (min):  5

! Duration of aerosol at max. output (min):  8

! Smoke output (cfm @ 5ft visibility):  0—8300 fully adjustable

! Smoke Particle diameter (micron, mmd): 0.2

! Operation "Off Power“:   Basic and Remote versions

! Remote operation (*50-60Hz only):  Remote version

Fireconsult Sweden:

”During nearly 20 years working with the fire brigade 

and as a fire consultant, I have never come across a 

better smoke machine than the KFT-C4.

The machine is light, easy to handle and it creates a 

tremendously good and realistic smoke!

The KFT-C4 saves lives!”
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